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Predict the effect of various factors (e.g., temperature, 

concentration, pressure, catalyst) on the equilibrium 

state and on the rates of chemical reaction. 
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Essential Questions: 1. Why don’t all chemical reactions go to completion?

2. How is an equilibrium constant calculated?

3. How can an equilibrium constant be used to predict favorability of a chemical reaction?

4. How is a solubility product constant calculated?

5. How does a system at equilibrium respond to stress?

6. What are the different properties of acids and bases?

7. How are Arrhenius acids and Bronsted-Lowry acids different?

8. How is acidity/basicity measured?

9. What is pH, and what does it measure?

10. What is pOH, and what does it measure?

11. How can water be considered both an acid and a base?

12. What happens when an acid and base are mixed together?

13. How can the amount of acid needed to neutralize a base be determined?

Equilibrium/Acids and Bases

Big Idea: 1. Reversible reactions and equilibrium

2. Calculating the equilibrium constant

3. Relationship between equilibrium constant and percentage of reactants and products

4. Calculating solubility product constant

5. Describe how stress affects equilibrium

6. Properties of acids and bases

7. Compare and contrast Arrhenius acids and Bronsted-Lowry acids

8. Acidity, Basicity, and pH

9. Acid-Base neutralization through titration

TasksVocabulary

Resources1. Reversible reactions

2. Chemical equilibrium

3. Keq

4. Ksp

5. Le Chatlier’s principle

6. Acids

7. Hydronium ion

8. Hydrochloric acid

9. Strong acid

10. Weak acid

11. Bases

12. Basic

13. Alkaline

14. Hydroxide ion

15. Arrhenius acid

16. H+

17. Arrhenius base

18. OH-

19. Bronstead-Lowry acids

20. Proton donation

21. Bronstead-Lowry base

22. Proton acceptor

23. Conjugate acid

24. Conjugate base

25. Lewis acid

26. Electron accepter

27. Lewis base

28. Electron donor

29. Amphoteric

30. Neutral

31. pH

32. pH scale

33. Indicator

34. Neutralization reaction

35. Equivalence point

36. Titration

37. Titrant

38. Standard solution

39. Titration curve

40. Transition range

41. End point

42. Buffer

43. Ka/Kb

2 weeks
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5 4 12
Compare the nature, behavior, concentration, and 

strengths of acids and bases.

Bold = Priority Standard
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Vocabulary Tasks

Nuclear Chemistry

1.5 weeks
Big Idea: 1. Atomic nuclei and nuclear stability

2. Nuclear change and nuclear equations

3. Relationship between nuclear fission and energy

4. How nuclear chemistry impacts society (The Nuclear Community)

5. Debate the positive/negative impacts of nuclear chemistry on society

Bold = Priority vocabulary

Regular = Supporting vocabulary that supports the priority standard

Italics = Supporting vocabulary that should be taught if time permits, 

but will not be tested on

Resources1. Reversible reactions

2. Chemical equilibrium

3. Keq

4. Ksp

5. Le Chatlier’s principle

6. Acids

7. Hydronium ion

8. Hydrochloric acid

9. Strong acid

10. Weak acid

11. Bases

12. Basic

13. Alkaline

14. Hydroxide ion

15. Arrhenius acid

16. H+

17. Arrhenius base

18. OH-

19. Bronstead-Lowry acids

20. Proton donation

21. Bronstead-Lowry base

22. Proton acceptor

23. Conjugate acid

24. Conjugate base

25. Lewis acid

26. Electron accepter

27. Lewis base

28. Electron donor

29. Amphoteric

30. Neutral

31. pH

32. pH scale

33. Indicator

34. Neutralization reaction

35. Equivalence point

36. Titration

37. Titrant

38. Standard solution

39. Titration curve

40. Transition range

41. End point

42. Buffer

43. Ka/Kb
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.  Analyze the costs, benefits, and risks of various ways 

of dealing with the following needs or problems:

• various forms of alternative energy

• storage of nuclear waste

• hazardous wastes

Recognize the importance of basing arguments on a 

thorough understanding of the core concepts and 

principles of science and technology.
Support a position on a science or technology issue.

Distinguish between relative and absolute geologic 

dating techniques.  
Bold = Priority Standard

AZ Department of Education

Priority/Supporting Standards

1. Nuclear binding energy

2. Alpha particle

3. Beta particle

4. Positron emission

5. Gamma ray

6. Electron capture

7. Transmutation

8. Nuclide

9. Half-life

10. Decay rate

11. Fission

12. Fusion

13. Chain reaction

14. Critical mass

15. Thermonuclear reaction

Resources

Bold = Priority vocabulary

Regular = Supporting vocabulary that supports the priority standard

Italics = Supporting vocabulary that should be taught if time permits, 

but will not be tested on
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Vocabulary Tasks

Organic Compounds

2 weeks
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Essential Questions: 1. How does the strong force affect atomic particles?

2. How are binding energy and mass defect related?

3. How can the stability of a nucleus be predicted?

4. What particles can be emitted in a nuclear reaction?

5. How is nuclear change represented in equation form?

6. What is nuclear fission, and how can it be used?

7. What is nuclear fusion, and how can it be used?

8. How has nuclear chemistry impacted society?

9. What are the positive and negative aspects of nuclear chemistry?
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4 5 2

Describe the role of organic and inorganic chemicals 

(e.g., carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, 

water, ATP) important to living things.

1. Carbon

2. Organic compounds

3. Inorganic compounds

4. Allotropes

5. Hydrocarbons

6. Alkanes

7. Alkenes

8. Alkynes

9. Aromatic hydrocarbons

10. Benzene

11. Functional group

12. Alcohol

13. Aldehyde

14. Halide

15. Amine

16. Carboxylic acid

17. Ester

18. Ether

19. Ketone

20. Isomers

21. Organic Molecule Structure

22. Chemical Formula

23. Structural Formula

24. Straight-chained hydrocarbon

25. Methane

26. Ethane

27. Propane

28. Butane

29. Pentane

30. Hexane

31. Heptanes

32. Octane

33. Nonane

34. Decane

35. Skeletal Structure

36. Space-Filling Model

37. Organic Reactions

38. Monomers

39. Polymers

40. Polymerization

Resources
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Big Idea: 1. Organic versus Inorganic compounds

2. Explain the properties of carbon that make the formation of organic molecules possible

3. Carbon allotropes

4. Describe the nature of the bonds formed by carbon in alkanes, alkenes, and aromatic compounds

5. Types of hydrocarbons

6. Functional groups determine properties

7. Chemical versus Structural formula

8. Name straight-chain hydrocarbons from their structural formula

9. Skeletal structure versus Space-filling model

Essential Questions: 1. What is the difference between an organic and inorganic compound?

2. What are the properties of carbon that make life possible?

3. What is an allotrope, and why do they exist?

4. Why is it important to understand hydrocarbons?

5. What are the different types of hydrocarbons, and how do their bonding mechanisms determine their name?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages in using chemical versus structural formula’s to represent organic molecules?

7. How are straight-chained hydrocarbons named?

8. What are the advantages and disadvantages in using skeletal structure models versus space filling models to represent organic 

molecules?

9. How do monomers contribute to the creation of polymers?

10. What are the practical uses of polymers?
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Vocabulary Tasks

Biochemistry

2 weeks
Big Idea: 1. Carbohydrate structure

2. Be able to recognize a carbohydrate molecule based on a skeletal structure diagram

3. Carbohydrate functions

4. Lipid structure

5. Be able to recognize a lipid molecule based on a skeletal structure diagram

6. Lipid functions

7. Protein structure

8. Protein functions

9. Function of enzymes

10. Types of nucleic acids

11. DNA structure

1. Carbon

2. Organic compounds

3. Inorganic compounds

4. Allotropes

5. Hydrocarbons

6. Alkanes

7. Alkenes

8. Alkynes

9. Aromatic hydrocarbons

10. Benzene

11. Functional group

12. Alcohol

13. Aldehyde

14. Halide

15. Amine

16. Carboxylic acid

17. Ester

18. Ether

19. Ketone

20. Isomers

21. Organic Molecule Structure

22. Chemical Formula

23. Structural Formula

24. Straight-chained hydrocarbon

25. Methane

26. Ethane

27. Propane

28. Butane

29. Pentane

30. Hexane

31. Heptanes

32. Octane

33. Nonane

34. Decane

35. Skeletal Structure

36. Space-Filling Model

37. Organic Reactions

38. Monomers

39. Polymers

40. Polymerization

Resources

Bold = Priority vocabulary

Regular = Supporting vocabulary that supports the priority standard

Italics = Supporting vocabulary that should be taught if time permits, 

but will not be tested on
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Q4

4 5 2

Describe the role of organic and inorganic chemicals 

(e.g., carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, 

water, ATP) important to living things.

4 2 1
Analyze the relationships among nucleic acids (DNA, 

RNA), genes, and chromosomes.

Bold = Priority Standard

Stran
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2. What are the different functions of carbohydrates?

3. What molecules are lipids comprised of?

4. What are the different functions of lipids in living organisms?

5. What molecules are proteins comprised of?

6. What are the different functions of proteins in living organisms?

7. What is the function of enzymes in the human body?

8. How do enzymes increase reaction rates?

9. What are the different types of nucleic acids?

10. How do nucleic acids contribute to the structure of DNA?

11. What is DNA, and its main function in the body?

1. Macromolecules

2. Carbohydrate

3. Monosaccharide

4. Disaccharide

5. Polysaccharide

6. Condensation reaction

7. Sugar

8. Glucose

9. –ose

10. Calorimeter

11. Calorimetry

12. Calorie

13. Specific heat

14. Hydrolysis

15. Lipid

16. Hydrophilic

17. Hydrophobic

18. Phospholipid

19. Fat

20. Protein

21. Amino acid

22. Polypeptide

23. Peptide bond

24. Denature

25. Enzyme

26. Shape determines function

27. Primary structure

28. Secondary structure

29. Tertiary structure

30. Quaternary structure

31. Nucleic acids

32. Thymine

33. Cytosine

34. Adenine

35. Guanine

36. Nitrogenous base

37. Phosphate group

38. Hydrogen bond

39. DNA

Resources

Bold = Priority vocabulary

Regular = Supporting vocabulary that supports the priority standard

Italics = Supporting vocabulary that should be taught if time permits, 

but will not be tested on
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Vocabulary

Resources
Bold = Priority vocabulary

Regular = Supporting vocabulary that supports the priority standard

Italics = Supporting vocabulary that should be taught if time permits, 

but will not be tested on

Tasks

Review

1 week
Big Idea: 2nd Semester content

Essential Questions: 2nd Semester content
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9 R 1

Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 

science and technical texts, attending to the precise 

details of explanations or descriptions.

Students examine the details of scientific or technical text to support their analysis 

of the document. Supporting evidence may include citing evidence that supports the 

author’s claim or conclusion, purpose, or perspective; evidence that supports the 

credibility and validity of the text, including research design or sample size; date of 

publication; visual representations of data and findings; or if the supporting 

research has been peer reviewed.

Common science texts could include magazine or newspaper articles, journal 

articles, science textbooks, online resources, and personal narratives.

Examples:

• Read a news article about the extent of damage caused by an earthquake. Cite 

specific evidence in the article that supports the author’s claims of damage (cost of 

repairs, loss of life, habitat damage). 

SCHS-S3C1-02, SCHS-S6C2-05

• Read an article or website providing information about how the introduction of the 

imported red fire ant in the southeastern United States has impacted the invaded 

ecosystems. Cite specific evidence in the article that supports the author’s claims of 

damage (cost of control measures, loss of native diversity, habitat damage). SCHS-

S4C3
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INSTRUCTIONAL ALIGNMENT

Chemistry

Q4

9 R 7

Translate quantitative or technical information 

expressed in words in a text into visual form (e.g., a 

table or chart) and translate information expressed 

visually or mathematically (e.g., in an equation) into 

words.

9 R 8

Assess the extent to which the reasoning and 

evidence in a text support the author’s claim or a 

recommendation for solving a scientific or technical 

problem.

Students evaluate the degree to which an author’s claim is supported by the 

evidence provided and whether that evidence is relevant to the reasoning of the 

claim or recommendation.

Examples:

• Read an article that evaluates different methods of water reclamation and then 

recommends the best method for a city to implement. Analyze the relevance of the 

evidence provided and the reasoning the author used to support the 

recommendation. SCHS-S1C3-03

• Read a newspaper article or letter to the editor that proposes solutions to prevent 

forest fires during summer lightning storms. Analyze the text to identify which 

claims are supported by evidence and facts in the text and the degree to which the 

reasoning supports the proposed solution. SCHS-S3C1-02, ETHS-S3C2-03

• Read another student’s laboratory report and analyze the text to identify which 

claims in the conclusion section are supported by evidence and facts and which 

claims are speculation, reasoned judgment, or unsupported by evidence. SCHS-

S1C3-03, ETHS-S3C2-03

Students will use words in a text and information expressed visually to obtain 

information about a given topic. Sources of text could include textbooks, magazine 

or newspaper articles, websites, or product information or safety sheets. Students 

should be able to develop a written or oral explanation of a visual representation 

(graph, chart, picture, etc.) that accurately represents the information presented; or 

vice versa.

Examples:

• After reading a written description of a chemical reaction, write an equation that 

shows the reaction. 

Text provided: Solid sodium reacts with chlorine gas to produce solid sodium 

chloride.

• Given a chemical equation, write a description of that equation. 

Student translated: Solid sodium reacts with chlorine gas to produce solid sodium 

chloride. SCHS-S5C4-03

• Read text describing the luminosity, color, and temperature of various stars and 

show the relative position of each star on a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. SCHS-

S6C4-03

• Using a diagram illustrating the Coriolis Effect on the movement of water and air, 

use appropriate science vocabulary (written or verbally) to describe the process 
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Q4

9 R 10

By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend 

science/technical texts in the grades 9–10 text 

complexity band independently and proficiently.

9 W 1

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific 

content.

a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) 

from alternate or opposing claims, and create an 

organization that establishes clear relationships 

among the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and 

evidence.

b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, 

supplying data and evidence for each while pointing 

out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and 

counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form and in 

a manner

that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level and 

concerns. 

c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the

major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 

reasons, between reasons and evidence, and 

between claim(s) and counterclaims.

d. Establish and maintain a formal style and 

objective tone while attending to the norms and 

conventions of the discipline in which they are 

writing.

e. Provide a concluding statement or section that 

follows from or supports the argument presented.

9 W 5

Develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 

approach, focusing on addressing what is most 

significant for a specific purpose and audience.

Students develop and strengthen their writing through the writing process with a 

focus on purpose and audience. Writing in science utilizes an academic voice and 

is mostly non-fiction and formal. At this level of the writing process students can use 

peers and adults to provide feedback on drafts of their writing.

The writing process and peer/adult review of drafts can be used for any and all 

writing assignments within the science classroom.

Students read and comprehend text in science and technical subjects at the 

appropriate grade level. See Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards for 

text examples and sample performance tasks that would be appropriate for the 

grades 9-10 complexity band.

Students write an argument or claim based on an issue or topic included in the 

grade level Science Standard. The argument is presented with logical reasoning, 

accurate science content, and relevant data to support the claim. The students’ 

argument may include scientifically accurate claims and counterclaims as well as 

supporting statements for each. Cohesion and clarification of claims are created 

with effective word choice, appropriate use of science vocabulary, and writing style. 

A sound conclusion supports the argument presented. 

The writers’ skill should be evidenced in: a clear and developed thesis statement, a 

logical organization, accurate use of academic vocabulary, and a detailed and 

supported argument with transitions and a concluding statement. 

 

Examples:

• Write an essay or argument explaining whether viruses are considered living 

organisms, using scientific evidence to support the claim. SCHS-S4C4-06

• Write two persuasive essays: one making a claim that supports the development 

of National Parks in Central America as a method for preserving tropical 

biodiversity and one essay presenting the counterclaim that National Parks are not 

the most effective method for preserving tropical biodiversity in Central America. 

Use scientific research as the evidence base to support the claims made by each 

essay. SCHS-S3C1-05, 

SCHS-S4C3-01

• After completing an experiment that compared the motion of a steel ball on 

different surfaces, write a conclusion that supports or refutes the statement “Rough 

surfaces provide more friction than smooth surfaces” and provide evidence to 

support the claim with the experimentally collected data in addition to other existing 

research. SC08-S5C2-02
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9 W 6

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 

publish, and update individual or shared writing 

products, taking advantage of technology’s capacity 

to link to other information and to display information 

flexibly and dynamically.

This standard requires the use of technology (Internet, keyboarding skills, 

formatting, storing) to create a published piece wherein information and ideas are 

connected and presented clearly and efficiently.

Examples:

• Use technology to create and publish any writing assignment aligned to the 

Arizona High School Science Standards for a specific high school course. The 

written product could be shared on a school or classroom website, blog, or 

discussion board.

• Use technology, such as Google Docs, to collaborate on writing or to edit shared 

documents related to a classroom investigation or research assignment.
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